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WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:The_Free_Family_Tree

The WikiTree Pledge: Always Free
As the creators and hosts of the WikiTree website, we pledge that our mission is the same as that
of the community: to create an accurate, single family tree that will make genealogy free and
accessible for everyone.
Free is an essential part of our shared mission. We will never
charge for access to the single family tree. And we will never
knowingly and willingly sell or transfer the single family tree to
any individual or organization that intends to charge for access
to it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qDE2DtiaqE
http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:The_Free_Family_Tree


WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Collaborative_Family_Tree

What is a collaborative tree?

We Collaborate 
We’re One Family 
Other Single Family Trees

A collaborative family tree, or single family tree, is one that we
all share. It's not your tree or my tree.

It is our tree — a tree for the entire human family.

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Collaborative_Family_Tree


If you don't want your name on WikiTree use an initial or
Anonymous for your first name so that you appear, for
example, as "J. Smith" or "Anonymous Johnson". It's best for
genealogical purposes to use your real last name at birth.



WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Membership

Membership Levels

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Membership


WikiTree.com/wiki/Special:Genealogist

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Genealogist


Wiki Genealogist Honor Code

WikiTree.com/wiki/Special:Honor_Code

WikiTree is free, but it's not a free-for-all. Our community is collaborating to create
something special: an accurate single family tree that's free and open to the world. This

grand project requires mutual trust and a common understanding of how the community
works.

If you were invited by a family member and are just creating or editing a few private
family profiles, the following isn't critical. Those who participate at a higher level must

agree to this shared code of ethics and principles.

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Honor_Code


Wiki Genealogist Honor Code

WikiTree.com/wiki/Special:Honor_Code

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Honor_Code


Search for your ancestor
Start Climbing the Tree

WikiTree.com/wiki/Special:SearchPerson

https://www.wikitree.com/
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:SearchPerson


WikiTree.com/wiki/Peasley-41

Explore an example profile
Start Climbing the Tree

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Peasley-41


WikiTree.com/wiki/Peasley-41

Explore an example profile
Start Climbing the Tree

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Peasley-41
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Explore an example profile
Start Climbing the Tree

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Peasley-41
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Explore an example profile
Start Climbing the Tree

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Peasley-41
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Explore an example profile
Start Climbing the Tree

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Peasley-41


WikiTree.com/wiki/Peasley-41

Explore an example profile
Start Climbing the Tree

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Peasley-41


WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:GEDCOM

GEDCOM file
Adding Your Family



One at a time
From the profile:

From the Family Tree & Tools tab:

Adding Your Family

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family


One at a time

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family

Adding Your Family

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family


One at a time

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family

Adding Your Family

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family


One at a time

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family

Adding Your Family

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family


One at a time

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family

Adding Your Family

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family


One at a time

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family

Adding Your Family

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Adding_Family


Providing Source Citations

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Sources

Cite your sources so that others can verify the information for themselves.

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Sources


WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Privacy

Privacy Controls

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Privacy


WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Privacy

Privacy Controls

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Privacy


Public and Open are not options
for profiles of living people.

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Privacy

Privacy Controls

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Privacy


Menu options specific to you

Add options Find options

Help options

Menu options specific to the profile 

How to Get Around!



WikiTree.com/wiki/Special:Home

Customize what appears on this page at: https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Settings#Home 

For topics, surnames and locations to show up in your G2G and Activity Feeds: https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Following

Your Navigation Home Page

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Home
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Settings#Home


WikiTree.com/wiki/Special:Home

Customize what appears on this page at: https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Settings#Home 

For topics, surnames and locations to show up in your G2G and Activity Feeds: https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Following

Your Navigation Home Page

http://wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Home
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:Settings#Home


Connections/Relationships

WikiTree.com/wiki/Special:MyConnections

Tools & Resources

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Special:MyConnections


From any category on
WikiTree, you can click the

My Connections button.
If you are connected to the
main tree, it will show all of

the profiles you are
connected or related to!

Connections/Relationships
Tools & Resources



WikiTree Plus
Tools & Resources

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:WikiTree_Plus

WikiTree+ is an independent service offered for free by Aleš Trtnik
that produces suggestions and offers other tools.

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Help:DNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGBsbbdaa8w






Test information not raw data
Confirmation 
Ancestors 
Descendants

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:DNA

DNA
Tools & Resources

https://www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Peasley-223/899
https://www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Peasley-223/899
https://www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Peasley-223/89
https://www.wikitree.com/treewidget/Peasley-223/890
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Help:DNA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lofs31BYKI


https://www.wikitree.com/genealogy/Robinson-Family-Tree-27225

Tools & Resources
Genealogy Research

https://www.wikitree.com/genealogy/Robinson-Family-Tree-27225
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oBq10slkDE


Location 
Topic/Project 
Family 
Books owned by members

WikiTree.com/wiki/Space:Category-Source

Repository of Sources used on WikiTree profiles

Source Library
Tools & Resources

Google Books 
HathiTrust

FamilySearch 
Internet Archive

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Space:Sources-Family_Genealogies
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Space:Category-Source
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Space:Sources-Family_Genealogies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FabsFudj-UM


Geographical

Topical

Functional

Projects

WikiTree.com/wiki/Help:Projects

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Projects
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XiLgoV0JEQ


Help

WikiTree.com/wiki/Category:WikiTree_Help

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Category:WikiTree_Help
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DeqUlQ0dxsgk&list=PLEqK4ICkQWXRxxQj3EBXoOh-3NOS5HH4R
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RHNdF2Ls


The Tree House: Introduce yourself! Share what you’re working on. Questions not covered by
other categories. 
Appreciation: Thank another member in the community. 
Photos: Share a family or other photo with the community. This category is also for “lost and
found” photos. 
Policy and Style: Questions about the finer points of WikiTreeing and help on the hard
decisions or discuss WikiTree's policies, procedures, standards, categorization, collaboration
methods, etc.
WikiTree Help: Questions about how WikiTree works 
WikiTree Tech: This is for bug reports, suggestions for improving the website, and technical
questions.

WikiTree.com/g2g/about

Genealogist-to-Genealogist Forum

http://wikitree.com/g2g/about


Genealogy Help: 
Requests for Translations - WikiTree members from all over the world! 
Requests for Transcriptions 
Requests for lookups on subscription sites 
Requests for lookups on books owned by members 
Requests for research help in another location 

Requests for Project Volunteers: This is where leaders and members of WikiTree Projects
ask for help on project-related tasks and goals. Browse this category anytime you're
looking for a way to contribute to WikiTree. You are needed!

WikiTree.com/g2g/about

Genealogist-to-Genealogist Forum

https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Projects
https://www.wikitree.com/wiki/Help:Projects
http://wikitree.com/g2g/about
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9TrCFExUn4


WikiTree.com/wiki/Robinson-27225

Thanks for watching!

http://wikitree.com/g2g/about

